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Running Stag 
Written by Murray Lachlan Young and Directed by Paul Jepson 

 

‘Performance meets the wicker man with a touch of entertaining Mr. Sloane’ 

 Convict Lenny McAlister has found his way onto the 
wooded parkland of Brackwell, a country estate bathed in 
fading grandeur. 
  
On the run from the police and desperate, he can’t believe 
his luck when he’s mistaken for the spiritual guru and 
shaman, Running Stag.  But Brackwell is not all it seems, 
and Lenny finds himself sucked into the world of a bizarre 
family and onto a mind bending spiritual journey of self-
discovery, love, sacrifice and oak leaf tea.  Everything must 
end in the final ceremony of the Stag Moon where 
stunning revelations present much more than either Lenny 
or even the Brackwell family could have possibly imagined. 
   

From the team behind The Incomers Running Stag is a funny, dark, powerful story about love, family 
& spirituality from the pen of poet, writer and broadcaster Murray Lachlan Young. 
 
[for more versions of the copy see later in this document] 
 
More about the Project 

Running Stag is an ambitious touring project which sees the 

commission of two new works - a stage play by Murray Lachlan 

Young and a parallel digital play by the writer/director Jason 

Warren.  Developed, produced and toured in parallel, and 

feeding off each other, the project explores the relationship 

between live and digital.  Both plays explore themes around 

love, self-help, self-discovery , gurus, gods and atheism. Each 

piece is different but intrinsically linked.  Both plays reflect Windswept’s core interests in theatre 

making that mixes up dance, drama, verse and digital.   

The two plays can be experienced separately but we are particularly 

interested in how the stage play will drive participation in the digital play, 

and how the digital play will encourage attendance at the stage play.  We 

want as many of our audience as possible to experience and engage with 

both.   
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Both pieces stem from the same starting point, the arrival of convict Lenny McAlister onto the 

wooded parkland of the Brackworth country-estate.  But it’s not just the story starting point that the 

pieces will share.  They share the same development ‘space’ – so that ideas from one will feed into 

the other.  They were both ‘born’ over two workshop weeks in Exeter (at Bike Shed Theatre) and in 

Bracknell (South Hill Park).  

 They will share the same creative team (so the 

stage play designer will design the look of the web 

sites over which the digital play story will be told, 

the composer will create  music for both the play 

and the web site).  Characters with in one will be 

referenced and cross over between both pieces. 

The overall project is being directed by Paul Jepson 

and produced by Matthew Linley.  The stage play is 

being written by Murray Lachlan Young and the 

digital play by Jason Warren. 

The stage play is a funny, dark, powerful story about shamanism, about idols (fake and real) and 

eccentricity.  The digital play digs and delves deeper into the shadier sides of the story, a fast paced 

mystery played out across the web which gives audiences the choice to passively observe or to join 

the investigation. 

The play will be rehearsed and developed in the South West in Spring 2015 opening at North Devon 

Theatre in April, before touring through to June.  The digital play goes live six weeks before the tour 

starts and builds to the streaming of the play (as three episodes) from South Hill Park at the end of 

the tour. 

For more information about the project view our webcast from the R&D week here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ncc18p6oz_Ahttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ncc18p6oz_

A 

About Windswept 

Windswept Productions are about creating 

theatre that’s new, with more than a nod 

to the zeitgeist.   

We like wicked wit and observation, 

heightened style and bold invention.  We 

mix up dance, drama, verse, digital and 

creative talent.  We like theatre that 

provokes, challenges, makes you laugh out 

http://youtu.be/Ncc18p6oz_A?t=4m25s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ncc18p6oz_Ahttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ncc18p6oz_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ncc18p6oz_Ahttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ncc18p6oz_A
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loud and that leaves you wanting more. 

Our first production The Incomers toured nationally in April and May 2013.  Of the 26 performances 

(including a weeks run at The Pleasance, London) 13 sold out with an average attendance across the 

run of over 70%. 

The Creative Team 

Murray Lachlan Young 

Stand up poet, Playwright and Satirist Murray Lachlan Young is one of the UK’s 
most dynamic and best-known exponents of spoken-word and stand up 
poetry. 

Known best for his satirical commentaries on the bizarreness of contemporary 
life. Murray is known for punchy wit, brooding subtext & occasional attacks of 
unaccompanied erotic folk song. Murray has played the main stages at 
Glastonbury, T-in-the-Park and Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre & has toured with 
The Pretenders, Julian cope, Morcheeba and The Pet Shop Boys amongst 
others.  

Currently 6 Music’s resident poet, the original regular on Sony Gold winning Radio 4 Saturday Live 
show, regular on BBC radio 2 Culture show & contributor to the BBC’s test match special. He is 
currently touring his own self-titled one man show, as well as his Modern Cautionary Tales For 
Children II.   

His screenplay of Dylan Thomas’ Under Milk Wood is released nationally over Christmas 2014, 
staring Rhys Ifans and directed by Kevin Allen. 

Paul Jepson 

Paul has directed classics, contemporary classics and new plays at 
the Royal National Theatre, the major regional theatres, the new 
writing theatres and in the West End. He has been joint AD of an 
Arts Council funded new writing and site specific theatre company, 
an associate of the Nottingham Playhouse, a referee for theatre 
applications for the Wellcome Trust and is on the board of the 
Northcott Exeter. He is an experienced dramaturg and a published 
playwright. 

Recent shows include: Manchester Sound the Massacre which was nominated for a Manchester 
Evening News Award. 
 
 
 

http://www.librarytheatre.com/event/manchester-sound-the-massacre
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Matthew Linley 
 

Matthew is General Manager of Eastern Angles, for whom he has produced over 15 
shows in 3 years. He is a Director of Windswept Productions, Phrased and Confused 
and The Hub Lab CICs. Previous to that he was a freelance producer and consultant 
when he produced UK tours for BadCo (Croatia), Damir Indos Bartol (Croatia), 
Phrased and Confused (UK), Murray Lachlan Young (UK), Jammy Voo (UK) and the 
Bloody Brits (UK). For 10 years he ran arts centres in Bath (Michael Tippett Centre), 
Reading (21 South Street) and Leicester (Phoenix Arts). He blogs regularly at 
www.matthewlinley.wordpress.com . 

 Cost, Booking and Technical Details 

 
Available: 22nd April to 6th June 2015 
Cast:  4 actors up to two on the road (stage manager and assistant director) 
Cost:  Based on £750 per night (no VAT).  Deals for split and full weeks 
 
Marketing 
 
Our target audiences are as follows:- 

- fans of Murray Lachlan Young and previous attenders of The Incomers 

- new writing audiences 

- spoken word audiences 

- special interest groups interested in the plays subject matter 

- Radio 4 and 6 Music audiences 

- audiences interested in creative writing 

- social media followers of the work of Murray Lachlan Young, and other similar artists 
 
The tour will be supported by a comprehensive marketing plan (a copy of which is available on 
request). 
 

 
All photos in this document ©PoochPurtill from the 2014 workshop on Running Stag  

and the 2013 production of The Incomers 
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Windswept Productions presents 
RUNNING STAG 

By Murray Lachlan Young directed by Paul Jepson 
 

‘Performance meets the Wicker Man with a touch of Entertaining Mr. Sloane’ 
 
Very short version (only use if absolutely necessary) 
 
On the run and desperate, Lenny can’t believe his luck when he is mistaken for the spiritual guru 
Running Stag. But all is not what it seems, and Lenny quickly finds himself sucked into the world of 
the bizarre Brackwell family and onto a mind-bending spiritual journey of self-discovery, love, 
sacrifice and oak leaf tea.   
 
Running Stag is a funny, dark, powerful story about love, family & spirituality. 
[67 words] 
 
Short version 
 
On the run and desperate, Lenny McAlister has found his way onto the wooded parkland of 
Brackwell, [a country estate bathed in fading grandeur].  He can’t believe his luck when he is 
mistaken for the spiritual guru Running Stag. But Brackwell is not all it seems, and Lenny quickly finds 
himself sucked into the world of a bizarre family and onto a mind-bending spiritual journey of self-
discovery, love, sacrifice and oak leaf tea.   
   
From the team behind The Incomers, Running Stag is a funny, dark, powerful story about love, 
family & spirituality from the pen of poet, writer and broadcaster Murray Lachlan Young. 
 
[104 words, or 97 if you remove the words in parenthesis] 
 
Longer version 
 
Convict Lenny McAlister has found his way onto the wooded parkland of Brackwell, a country estate 
bathed in fading grandeur. 
  
On the run from the police and desperate, he can’t believe his luck when he’s mistaken for the 
spiritual guru and shaman, Running Stag.  But Brackwell is not all it seems, and Lenny finds himself 
sucked into the world of a bizarre family and onto a mind bending spiritual journey of self-discovery, 
love, sacrifice and oak leaf tea.  Everything must end in the final ceremony of the Stag Moon where 
stunning revelations present much more than either Lenny or even the Brackwell family could have 
possibly imagined. 
   
From the team behind The Incomers Running Stag is a funny, dark, powerful story about love, family 
& spirituality from the pen of poet, writer and broadcaster Murray Lachlan Young. 
 
[136 words] 
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RUNNING STAG ONLINE 
(if there is space in your brochure can this appear as a flash or as extra copy) 
 
Dare to enter the strange world of Lenny, ‘Running Stag’ and the eccentric, sinister Brackwell family?  
Simply go to http://runningstagonline.uk/ to enter Windswept’s online play (curated by Jason 
Warren)  which runs in parallel to the stage play. 
 
 
 
QUOTES 
‘forensic and brilliant’ Rhys Ifans on The Incomers 
‘It’s a rip-roaring comedy that keeps the audience in stitches until the final bows’ Public Reviews on 
The Incomers 
 
‘A Noel Coward for the Noel Gallagher generation’ The Times on Murray Lachlan Young 
‘Simply brilliant, hysterically funny and strangely moving’ Claudia Winkleman on Murray Lachlan 
Young 
 
www.runningstag.org 
 
#runningstag 
@windsweptprod  
@murraylyoung 
 
CREDITS, where space allows:- 
 
The development of Running Stag has been supported by Bike Shed Theatre, Bridport Arts Centre, 
Dorchester Arts, North Devon Theatres and Exeter Phoenix.  The project has been made possible by 
generous investment from the National Lottery, through Arts Council England. 
 
Information for technical teams 

Get in Time.  We will aim to be with you by 2pm, but more details will follow. A pre rig would be 
appreciated if possible. 
 
There may be considerable amounts of projection in the show, details to follow 
 
Information for Marketing teams 
 
We would like to give all bookers a separate web address for entry to the digital play (which is 
different to the one in the brochure).  Depending on box office systems this could be done by 
sending us a weekly report of e mails of bookers, who we will then send a welcome e mail too. 
 
If your box office is able to can you send a weekly sales report on Monday mornings to 
windsweptproductions@gmail.com , once the show is on sale. 
 

http://runningstagonline.uk/
http://www.runningstag.org/
mailto:windsweptproductions@gmail.com
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Information for Box Office, Marketing and FOH teams 
 
Age Guidance 
14 with parental guidance  - frequent swearing and occasional sexual references and inferences.  
 
Running time (if known) 
To be confirmed but likely to be 50 mins plus interval plus 40 mins 
 
We will aim to have a volunteer ambassador (a Murray fan)with you for the performance.  We may 
need to ask you to help publicise that opportunity.  We will have programmes for sale, and 'free' 
scrolls in exchange for e mail addresses. 
 
Interval 
Yes please 
 
The synopsis (for box office and marketing use) 
Convict Lenny McAlister has found his way onto the wooded parkland of the Brackwell country-
estate.  On the run from the police and looking for a place to hole up, he can’t believe his luck when 
he is mistaken for the spiritual guru and shaman Running Stag. 
  
At first he cannot see beyond the easy pickings that crowd the vast gothic mansion of the aged 
alchemist - Baronet Gilbert De Mortimer Brackwell.  Yet, while he buys time, to plan his robbery and 
getaway, reality begins to shift. 
  
Lenny’s bogus attempts at healing seem to deliver miraculous effects: First curing Gilbert’s bad back 
and then becalming his wild son Jonny.  Lenny soon starts to warm to his newly found spiritual status 
and agrees to ‘Name’ Jonny in the forthcoming ceremony of the Black Stag moon. 
  
The arrival from Africa of Gilbert's adopted daughter Mills (a Doctor) only complicates things further, 
as Lenny and Mills feel the hot spark of chemical attraction jump between them. 
 
Terrified by his ‘genuine feelings’ for Mills, Lenny, in a desperate attempt hold on to his plan and his 
criminal identity, recruits Jonny to steal from his father’s house. Jonny agrees reluctantly but soon 
Lenny finds himself hearing Jonny’s own tragic story and listening to his confession of love for his 
adopted sister. 
  
As the stag moon ceremony approaches, Lenny, receives the stolen gold from a trusting Jonny and 
wrestles with his Running Stag alter ego over a choice between the truth and clarity of love, or the 
path that leads in a far murkier direction. 
 
Lenny feels danger on all sides. He wants to take the treasure and run but cannot seem to break 
away from Mills, or the hypnotic energy surrounding the world of the alchemist and his crazed son. 
He tries to explain his true identity to Mills but in a moment of tenderness, a horrified and betrayed 
Jonny spies the kiss they share.  
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As the drums beat and Gilbert welcomes his esoteric circle to the ceremony of the Black stag moon, 
events are triggered that expose, in a violently powerful endgame, the ghastly truth behind the 
strange coincidences that have lead Lenny McAlister to this place. 
 
Photo credit [c] Pooch Purtill 
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RUNNING STAG 

(second draft, third and fourth drafts will be in verse). 

© Murray Lachlan Young 

SCENE ONE. 

STORM. NIGHT. 

The scene is a dark forest. Intermingled with the sounds of wind and weather.  

LENNY, a man in his early to mid thirties appears. He pins 

himself against a tree as the helicopter sweeps by. For a 

moment, framed against the tree, it looks as if stags antlers are 

protruding from his head.  

He waits for the helicopter to pass before looking around. He 

notices a strange squat looking building. He looks around once more 

before crawling through its low entrance on his hands and knees. As 

LENNY does this we become aware of a Young man JONNY sitting 

under a tree, meditating in the full lotus position. He is oblivious of 

all that is going on.   

Music begins to play as the spirits of the forest emerge from the 

trees and dance around his shelter. They pull his dreaming self 

from the shelter and show him the magic of the forest. Soon he 

is back inside and they are gone. 

Dawn breaks.  

SCENE TWO. 

LENNY appears from his hiding place and takes his clothes off to dry them. He stands and 

stretches his body in the morning sun. 

There is the evidence of some sort of well ordered camp 

around the temple: A fire pit, some pots and pans a rustic 

seat, a drum and some animal skins curing on a stretching 

rack. Suddenly he hears the crack of a branch. He grabs his 

clothes and dives into the small building.  

A man in his seventies GILBERT appears on stage.  
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Gilbert is dressed eccentrically in a long Edwardian housecoat and strange tasselled hat. He 

could be mistaken for a wizard of some sort. He walks with a limp and carries a stick with his 

free hand supporting his lower back.  

GILBERT 

Can you feel it? Summers siege is growing strong 

Cow parsley so high and grass so very green 

What started with a single snowdrop herald * 

Out of deep midwinter Imbolc came 

Up through the deep chilled forest floor, it climbed 

Almost imperceptibly at first  

The sap crept up the hornbeam, birch and  

So stirred the deeply sleeping Oaken King 

Then gaining pace narcissus flooded  

Through the waking woods to spur the blackthorn  

Winter in its final throws of ravaged rule Then 

there, high in the sky, now swooping low 

The year’s first summer bird is come!  

So shout bracken fronds, that jump through last year’s dead, * 

The vanguard of a fast descending hoard. 

Shriek past bramble boughs and on and up 

Proclaiming fecund ferny to the sun 

The tortoiseshell of butterfly is come 

The hover fly surveys, suspended low 

O’er Hawthorn pushing milky blossom balls Past 

desiccated reds of last year’s fruit. 

The bluest bluebell congregation gathers   
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'neath the russet hue of oaken blossom  

Dangling, pendulous, half unfurled 

Watching now the living breathing forest floor  

Where pregnant spiders scurry navigating 

Past the stems of stooping forlorn Daffodils 

And dandelions cast their fairy seeds it seems  

So soon, but time is always moving on  

As knows the spirit of brooding Ewe  

Poised ready now to make its righteous turn  

Into ascendancy but now sits he 

In darkest dustiness of battle green 

Knowing as the oak king knows on old Soween  

That there are but two short months until  

His time of rule will marry once again 

Defeat beneath the winter solstice moon 

But here all is bird song, all is sweetness  

Spring is in its late and lustrous youth 

Calling to the verdant Beltane bloom 

Sumptuous, still yet to reach it's burning peak 

Calling to the boundless great beyond 

Freedom as a blink within a blink 

Rushing from the great creator's heart 

Fresh and luscious, liquid in its form 

Can you feel it oh my lord can you feel it Can 

you feel the coming of the May? 

GILBERT breaths in the spring air. He turns to look at the 

shelter, which now can be seen as a small semi ruined 
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temple. GILBERT sniffs the air, cocks his head to one side, 

gives a small smile and wanders off into the woods.  

SCENE THREE. 

Slowly LENNY emerges from the temple and looks around. 

He addresses the audience directly, whilst hanging his filthy, 

sodden clothes to dry on the undergrowth.  

LENNY (SLQ) 

Pregnant spiders? That’s fucking disgusting, that is. Who the fuck was he? Where the fuck am I? 

Some sort of fucking mental home? Full of mad fuckers wandering about in their pyjamas talking to 

the fucking trees. 

LENNY sniffs the air and looks around 

LENNY 

In the gentle morning light. 
Sits the bird from midnight flight. 
Hear the old bloke talking shite 
And not a fucking beer in sight.  

A young man JONNY leaps across the back of the stage. Lenny does not see him. 

LENNY 

Not a drop nor not a dram. 
Not a tin of fucking spam Poetry 

Again JONNY jumps across the back of the stage. 
LENNY hears him and spins around. Jumps to his feet. 

He makes for the mouth of the STAG TEMPLE but 
before he is halfway there, JONNY, who has a crossbow 

and he is pointing it at LENNY, has blocked his path. 
They stand frozen, looking at each other. 

JONNY 

Hello my little friend. 

LENNY 
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You better be very serious about using that. I’m quicker than Jackie fucking Chan mate. 

JONNY does not seem to hear. They stay frozen still for a 

second. JONNY’S finger tightens on the trigger. LENNY dives 

to the floor. JONNY shoots over his head and runs off 

following his crossbow bolt.  

LENNY is shocked. 

LENNY (AS) 

Did you fucking see that? 

LENNY runs for his bag and pulls a knife out of it. 
JONNY rushes back in clutching a dead rabbit. He 

tenderly lays the rabbit on the floor. He looks up. LENNY 
shows his knife. 

JONNY 

Who are you?  

LENNY 

Well, who do you think I am? 

JONNY 

I don’t know. Where did you come from? 

LENNY 

Oh a far away place.  

JONNY 

You know this is private property and you are trespassing. 

LENNY 

Well. I’m waiting to be  

JONNY 

It’s against the law. 

LENNY 
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Picked up by a mate. 

JONNY 

But I don’t care about all of that. 

LENNY 

OK but have you seen him. 

JONNY 

I’m Jonny. Who are you? I live here in the woods. 

LENNY 

He’s driving a blue van 

JONNY 

I’m almost like an animal now. 

LENNY 

An animal. 

JONNY 

People are so dirty. They wash their droppings away with drinking water. I bury mine. Like a fox. 

LENNY 

A Fox. 

JONNY 

Yes, clean living. Not like humans with their dirty houses and dirty money. Would you like some tea?   

LENNY 

Well, yeah, that would be lovely thanks. 

JONNY 

Mushroom or oak leaf? The infusions have two very distinctive magical qualities you know. 

Lenny looks over JONNY’S shoulder. 

LENNY 

That big house. 
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JONNY 

The biggest living thing is a fungus. We think we rule the world. 

LENNY 

Is that your house? 

JONNY 

I used to live there. But now I live here in the woods. I am a hunter, living in harmony with nature. 

I’m cleansing myself. Let’s have oak leaf it will give us some zing. 

LENNY 

Sure Oak leaf, sounds very good. House empty then is it? 

JONNY 

No no, he’s still in there, wandering around like a ghost, looking for ghosts, dancing with Ghosts. Its 

cursed you know. You shouldn’t go in. That’s why I’m here. Father understands.    

LENNY 

I’m sure he does. With all his money eh? 

JONNY 

Dirty, dirty money. 

JONNY picks up the dead rabbit. 

JONNY 

I got him straight through the heart you know. Father talks about sacrifice but that’s real sacrifice. 

Would you like to paunch him? 

JONNY hands Lenny a large hunting knife. 

LENNY 

What you mean? 

 

JONNY 

Yes you are right, first things first. 
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JONNY puts down the RABBIT grabs THE DRUM and  

starts beating it. He begins a chant. We can’t quite hear the 
words but is heartfelt and committed. LENNY looks 

embarrassed and worried. He starts to look around. 
 
 

LENNY 

Listen mate can we keep it down a bit. I’m trying to... 

LENNY realises its no good and starts to gather his things 
together to make a quick getaway. 

 

GILBERT appears at the edge of the clearing. 
Triumphantly holding aloft a book. LENNY looks and 

sees the hunting knife but GILBERT is already in front of 
him. 

GILBERT 

Hooray, Hooray, hooray! 

Gilbert starts to dance to the drum beat. Jonny looks up an 
plays harder. GILBERT admires LENNY.   

GILBERT 

Ha ha! I can’t believe what I’m seeing. My what a fine looking creature. He’s here, He’s here. Oh 

thank you Universe, thank you mother earth and father sun. 

JONNY’s drumming comes to a climax and stops. 

 

JONNY 

Father? 

GILBERT 

Yes Jonny, he is finally here. 

GILBERT looks at the back of the book and judges the 
Author’s likeness to LENNY’s 
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GILBERT 

Yes a little older maybe. Slightly longer hair but there can be no mistake at all. Welcome, welcome. 

JONNY is so excited he cannot speak. He stands with 
open mouth. 

JONNY 

You came. It’s you, it’s really you, you came. 

GILBERT 

He came. 

JONNY 

You actually came. 

GILBERT 

Running stag is here! He has not let us down. Running stag is here, running stag is here. 

JONNY runs over and hugs LENNY. 

JONNY 

Thank you, I didn’t believe it. Father I’m so sorry. 

GILBERT 

Nonsense Jonny, why should you have believed that the great running stag would come all the way 

from south America to officiate at your naming ceremony. All we did was write a little letter.  But he 

has, he has and we are so grateful. But tell me running stag: How? When? Why? So many questions- 

Where did you sleep? The temple? You did. Oh how utterly perfect. How very divine. 

JONNY 

Father. 

GILBERT 

Yes the book, the book , the book. We have read your book Running stag. We can’t wait to spend 

time working with you. Now, tell us what can we do for you? What can we give you?  We have a 

special gift from south American gold. But I won’t tell you just what it is yet. It would spoil the 

surprise. Let me just say this. All our worldly and spiritual goods are at your disposal. 

LENNY 
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A gift, you say? 

GILBERT 

Yes though I’m sure financial wealth appalls you as it does me. But it does make things happen, if 

used correctly eh? 

LENNY 

Yes and when do you, do I.. 

GILBERT 

Get it? Well that all depends on wether you want cash, transfer or head of cattle. (laughs at his own 

joke) 

LENNY 

I’m looking for a man in a blue van.  

JONNY 

Father. 

GILBERT 

Oh yes, I’m so sorry, I see, you mean some sort of sign of auspiciousness, a symbolic blue van. Yes 

blue, blue for peace and tranquility, blue yes I see. You know, there was a man in a blue van, yes. He 

came yesterday. He waited then drove away looking very grumpy. We thought... Do you want a blue 

van? I’ll buy one and have it delivered tomorrow. You can have anything you want. 

JONNY 

Father, please. Running stag is not interested in material wealth, he is a man of God. Look, he came 

with nothing. He would prefer to live here in the woods with me. He sees all your wealth as a joke. 

GILBERT 

Let him speak for himself Jonny. 

JONNY 

No, father. The rabbit. 

GILBERT 

Oh my boy How could I have.  (To the rabbit) I’m so very sorry. We must proceed quickly. 

JONNY 
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But I thought that, we could ask.. 

GILBERT 

Oh of course running stag. Could you release the soul? It would mean so much for us. I remember 

reading how you do it here in your book. Jonny could you get our gift for Running stag. (Gilbert flicks 

through the book) Look the page has opened at the correct place. Would you mind reading it from 

the book? I have read the words so many times. To hear them come from the priests mouth would 

do Brackworth park such a great honour but of course you must do as you please, you are a free 

man. 

GILBERT hands the book to LENNY. JONNY runs off. 
LENNY cautiously looks at the page. JONNY comes  

back on carrying a STAG’S HEAD PELT (Complete with 
antlers)  JONNY holds it up to LENNY. LENNY recoils. 

GILBERT 

Put it down Jonny. Our guest has had a long journey. He will decide if and when he wants to wear 

the Brackworth Stag head gown. 

JONNY 

But you said. 

GILBERT 

Jonny, the drum please. 

JONNY starts to beat the drum. LENNY walks around 
the Rabbit twice. 

LENNY 

(Timidly at first) Thank you brother.. Rabbit, for giving us your body that we may live. Go now to 

your place the..  (Flicks forward to the glossary and then back to the reading) fields.. Beyond the sky 

and there meet with the Great...  

(Looks to GILBERT) 

GILBERT 

Yes. 

LENNY 

Great rabbit spirit 
Mother earth and father sun. Everything was grown from you and to you it shall return. 
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Thank you for giving us the flesh of this creature. That we may eat and be strong to do 
your work, on this mortal plain. Go now friend, go now friend, run free, run wild for all 
eternity.  

The drumming rises. 

LENNY 

Mother earth Father Sun bless us in your majesty. 

GILBERT and JONNY join in. 

Flesh to flesh and life for life give us wings to set us free. 
Blood to the earth to feed the sun.  
Blood to the earth to feed the sun 

JONNY stops  drumming. He unsheathes his hunting 
knife and paunches the rabbit. He puts his finders inside 

the belly then paints stripes of blood on his and his fathers 
cheeks and does the same to LENNY. The chanting stops 

and JONNY holds out a small bloody object to GILBERT 
who holds it up to the sun and then pops it into his mouth. 

JONNY then approaches the weary looking LENNY. 

JONNY 

We have saved the heart for you. It’s still warm. 

LENNY 

I’ve got to go. 

JONNY 

But the heart do you not want to eat the heart? 

LENNY 

I’ll be back in about half an hour I just left something at where I came from. 

JONNY 

Peru? 

LENNY starts to move towards his belongings. He grabs 
his bag and starts to back out of the scene. 

JONNY 
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But I killed it for you. It was a sacrifice. You can’t leave, I won’t allow it. 

LENNY moves for his knife. 

GILBERT 

Now, now Jonny. Lets not get carried away. Running stag will do exactly as he pleases. And if he 

wishes to go, then he must go. With or without his money. 

LENNY stops dead in his tracks. 

GILBERT 

And his present of solid south American Gold. But I’m sure the lure of a full English breakfast and a 

four poster bed, once slept in by Anne Boleyn herself, would have a far greater appeal to me, if I had 

just come from the chastening universe and bitter confinement of (he pauses) International travel. 

And on top of that I’m prepared to get down on my knees offer my sincerest apology for our over 

excitement and beg you to stay and let us learn from you, oh great. Running..but no again make 

presumptions. Prey what shall we, your humblest of followers, refer to you as? 

LENNY 

Well, yes and you can call me, Running Stag. 

GILBERT 

Perfect. Simply perfect. Well, Running stag, please let me welcome you back to Brackworth Park. We 

have been expecting you, for longer than is decent and we are all the richer for your presence. And 

thank you for your.. wonderful.. book. Jonny and I have been practicing your yogic breathing 

techniques and it has truly invigorated me and him. Ah but if only it could cure my bad back.  

LENNY 

Quite a place you have here.. sir. 

GILBERT 

Call me Gilbert. Yes, quite so. Built on the dispicable twin pillars of Sugar and slavery I’m afraid to 

say. At one point one of the very richest houses in the country.   

JONNY 

And dirty black magic. 

GILBERT 

True there are some colourful tales from a rather motley collection of ancestors, none living I might 

add. 
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LENNY 

Really? 

GILBERT 

Oh yes, the local favorite is Willie St Brunish the 6th Baronet. Drank the blood of a local priest, 

apparently he didn’t like his sermon. On top of that, rumor has it the priest was fucking the 7th 

Baronet’s governess. 

LENNY 

What happened? 

GILBERT 

Oh nothing really. He lived to a ripe old age. 

JONNY 

Vampire 

GILBERT 

Well, that’s what the locals like to say but I imagine the whole thing is a load of old cod’s wallop. In 

any case we now have, as they say around here, got the internet and everything. But one thing you 

still can’t do on a computer is shake the hand of running stag. So welcome once more. One thing I 

can say though, is that you are one of a long line of: priests, poets, seekers, soothsayers and sages 

that have visited this our humble stag temple. 

JONNY 

And frauds.  

GILBERT 

Indeed Jonny but we must not turn away from our journey must we? Many would say we are the 

biggest frauds of all, sitting in our big house built on a mountain of ill gotten gold. Perhaps they all 

know the truth. 

LENNY 

The truth? 

JONNY 

We are cursed. 
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GILBERT 

I don’t know about cursed Jonny but it certainly won’t get us to heaven any quicker my dear. Yes we 

the descendents of the bold must tussle with the karmic consequences of our forebares, in the hope 

that something might be done. That is part of the reason we are so glad you have come my friend. 

JONNY 

Father talks too much. I think he should sell it ghosts and all. 

GILBERT 

If only it were that simple. 

JONNY 

Just think of all the bad luck you would leave behind. 

GILBERT sniffs the air and pulls a tarot card form his 
pocket. It is the fool. 

GILBERT 

It is the fool. The beginning and the end. 

JONNY 

The un-revealed condition. 

GILBERT 

Very good Jonny. The chance to begin again. All in your wonderful book running stag. 

GILBERT hands book to LENNY who looks at it 

GILBERT 

Look its fallen open at the section on the naming ceremony for young men. I’m sure you don’t need 

to swat up on it but it’s just so beautifully written. 

JONNY 

Gilbert. 

GILBERT 

I love the image of everyone in white with the mark of blood on each heart. 

JONNY 
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Gilbert. 

GILBERT 

It’s so poetic. But what is life but the poetry of ... 

JONNY 

Father, you said that when running stag.. 

GILBERT 

All in good time Jonny. We don’t want you getting tired do we now. 

 

JONNY 

I’m not a child. 

GILBERT 

Please Jonny. Have you taken your. 

JONNY 

My what? My medication? There you go again! Stop treating me like I’m an idiot. I won’t have it. It’s 

not cool, not cool at all. 

LENNY 

If there’s anything I can do. 

JONNY 

Not cool, not cool. 

GILBERT 

Oh nothing really Jonny’s just a little over excited by your arrival. 

JONNY 

 

Gilbert stop it. This is my naming weekend and you promised I could have anything I wanted. Now 

you’re just fucking it all up, dominating everything. You’re a bully really aren’t you? This is all about 

you isn’t it? 

GILBERT 
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All right Jonny I’m so sorry you are right. This weekend is all about the turning of the tide. For you 

and your naming. Yes, Running stag, could you possibly start us off with a little workshop? I think it 

might calm things down a touch. 

LENNY 

Workshop? 

GILBERT 

Yes, just a quick one. 

LENNY 

A quick workshop? 

GILBERT 

Yes, perhaps you should just open the book randomly and see what it says and perhaps just read a 

section of your writing and Jonny and I will follow it? 

LENNY 

In a workshop?   

GILBERT 

From the book. 

LENNY 

Na, I don’t think that now is really the correct time to be doing reading workshop stuff. I might do 

some tomorrow or the next day. 

JONNY 

But the naming is tomorrow night. We won’t have any time and that will ruin everything. Father this 

is your fault you’ve put him off it. 

GILBERT 

No, I haven't put him off anything have I running stag? 

LENNY 

Well. 

JONNY 
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You see. You have put him right off it with your uptight controlling. Isn’t that right running stag? 

LENNY 

Well. 

GILBERT 

He’s probably worried about the escaped convict on the loose. Are you worried about the escaped 

convict running stag? A murderer apparently yes but still a human being I say, still part of us all. 

Perhaps I should call the police and get them to do a sweep of the grounds? What do you think? 

JONNY 

Running stag is not afraid of anyone. 

GILBERT 

I should imagine he isn’t Jonny but what do we really know about anyone? What do we know about 

anyone running stag? 

LENNY opens the book. JONNY sits at his feet. Gilbert joins JONNY. 

LENNY 

Dragon breath. 

JONNY 

I love dragon breath. 

GILBERT 

We both do. 

JONNY 

Twenty? 

LENNY 

Yes, twenty. 

Jonny and Gilbert, in cross-legged position, begin to 
breath fast and deep through their nostrils, with eyes 

closed. Then out through their wide mouths with wide 
eyes and tongues hanging out. Each out breath they 

vocalise 
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JONNY/GILBERT 

Haaaaaaaagh! 

LENNY feverishly looks through the book. 
JONNY and GILBERT repeat the exercise twenty times 

before resting. 

LENNY 

We now move on to a... 

JONNY 

Visualization? 

LENNY 

Well. 

JONNY 

Can we? 

LENNY 

Well yeah. I mean yes we can. 

GILBERT and JONNY immediately lie down and shut 
their eyes. 

GILBERT 

 

We are in your hands Running stag.  

He opens the book. 

LENNY 

So now I want you to start breathing slowly. Now I want you to let all things around fade as you 

concentrate on your breath. Let the feeling separation between yourself and other things fade as 

you concentrate of the divine energy of your breath. Feel the breath pull down like a golden mist 

that floods through your being. As you feel the golden Prana flood through you, feel it wipe away all 

feelings of negativity. Let it bring divine love and consciousness flooding into your heart. Now with 

each out breath push that divine love and consciousness out into the world and feel yourself as part 

of everything that is touched by your golden mist. 
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(Could be a great opportunity to take the audience on some sort of audio visual/movement 

experience here) 

FADE TO BLACK. LIGHTS UP 

FOREST. WORKSHOP - DAY. 

LENNY 

Now slowly come back into yourself. Feel the ends of your fingers, now your hands and arms as you 

slowly come back into your body. There is no rush do this all in your own time.  

LENNY slowly shakes his head and looks to the sky. As  
he looks down he becomes aware of a young woman 

MILLS standing at the edge of the clearing. She takes off 
her backpack and gently lowers it to the ground. She waves 

and mouths the words hello. She tries to explain who she 
is in sign language but fails. LENNY is entranced by her. 

MILLS makes a gesture for him to return to what he is 
doing. They stop and look at each other. There is attraction 

on both sides. 

LENNY 

And when you are ready, turn onto one side and sit up. And I we finish with our prayer of thanks. 

LENNY 

Mother Earth and father Sun, 
Bless us in your majesty 
Speed us on our inner journey 
Give us wings to set us free 

GILBERT opens his eyes first. 

GILBERT 

Remarkable, quite remarkable. Thank you. Oh thank you. Thank you divine spirit for sending this 

man to us in our time of need. 

JONNY 

Wow! I feel amazing. Thank you running stag. 

JONNY sits up without seeing MILLS. He rubs his eyes 
and shakes his hands out. He stands and turns. He sees 
MILLS. He can’t quite believe it. He rushes forward and 

hugs her. MILLS hugs him back in a very sisterly way. 
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JONNY 

You came back. You came back, you came back because you... 

JONNY pulls back from MILLS violently and addresses 
his father. 

JONNY 

What’s she doing here? Did you invite her? Did you? 

GILBERT 

Calm down Jonny please 

Suddenly GILBERT holds his back and shrieks with pain. He drops 
to his knees then falls over sideways. 


